Fat Boy and the Money Bomb

A nice suburban community in the San
Francisco Bay area cant hidea broken
family and the miseryat home thatpushes
young Stanley Hall into gang life.The
crazy and colorful cast offellow gangsters,
also from fatherless homes,wreak havoc
with juvenile crimeand needless suffering
but sometimes hilarity!?Later, after Stan
attends UC Berkeley andbegins a career as
a Chemical Engineer,hes astounded to find
thatcorruptionin the nuclear weapons
business at the Fairfield National
Laboratory isso out of controlas to make
any crime hes commited seem literally like
childs play.?Does he dare objectwhen
virtually every person in Fairfield is
involved in one way or another? Should he
report what he sees at all?Can he risk
becoming a whistleblower?Get ready for a
wild ride that mirrors society in more ways
than youd think witha thrilling surprise
ending!?Curl up by the fire andsavor every
pageas
you
experience
Stanleys
development,laugh at his adventures, and
gain insight to a professional dilemma that
may resonate with you. And...the ending
might just contribute to your own
liberation!Its the story ofa young
whistleblower,Stanley Hall, who ends
upchanging business as usual at a nuclear
weapons laboratory. His story, prior to
being in the bomb business, includes
periods of euphoria and recklessness
followed by extreme grief and remorse. In
his darkest hours he becomes concerned
with greater moral good. At the Fairfield
National Laboratory,he can either play nice
or risk his careerby reporting the fraud and
abuse that is in front of him. His dilemma
is further complicated by the close personal
relationships that he has with some of the
people he works with, whom he considers
to be his friends.!?Curl up by the fire and
savor every page as you experience
Stanleys development, laugh at his
adventures, and gain insight to a
professional dilemma that may resonate
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with you. And...the ending might just
contribute to your own liberation!
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